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Introduction:
The 2009 NPRE Wind Power class designed, built and tested a 100 Watt class Savonius wind
turbine. The general consensus of the class was that a vertical axis wind turbine was the design of
choice for the 2009 class. A vertical axis wind turbine provided an opportunity to undertake a design
challenge unlike the efforts of previous classes. Numerous concepts were considered prior to deciding
upon the Savonius. For instance, the class considered constructing a highly aerodynamic concept using
airfoil blades. Design considerations such as affordability, reliability, and ease of construction ultimately
made the Savonius the most attractive choice. Figure 1
illustrates the conceptual design developed for the
Savonius wind turbine.
Notice that the wind turbine consists of two
layers, identical yet offset by 90 degrees about the axis.
This feature insures that the wind turbine will be self
starting regardless of wind direction.

The Savonius

blades are constructed from 8 inch diameter schedule 40
PVC pipe.

The pipe was cut into two 30 inch long

lengths, then each length of pipe was split in half,
creating four 30 inch long half‐circle blades.
Four 12 inch diameter by ½ inch thick PVC discs
were grooved to match the PVC pipe. Each blade was
offset slightly from the centerline to enhance the
aerodynamic aspect of the Savonius, which is primarily a
drag induced device. The PVC blades were sanded and
filed as necessary, and glued into the grooves on the PVC

Figure 1: NPRE498 Savonius Wind Turbine
Conceptual Model.

plates using PVC cement, creating a stiff and reliable
structure. One of the sections was then set upon the other section, offset by 90 degrees and bolted
together with ¼‐20 bolts and nylon lock washers. The complete assembly then slid onto a 1 inch
diameter, 6 foot long, ground steel rod. The Savonius blades were locked to the steel axel using a pin
and groove method. A pair of flanged bearings were mounted to each end of the axel using integral set
screws. The entire apparatus was then mounted on a post using steel Unistrut and Unistrut accessories.
The design and construction will be further discussed in more detail in later sections.
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Design:
The class was divided up into 3 teams: Aerodynamics and Structure, Generator and Electronics,
and Brake Mechanism. The Aerodynamics and Structure team consisted of Gabriel Benavides, Dylan
Erb, James Babiraz, Chris Cirone, and Mitch Minarick. The focus of this paper is the activities of the
Aerodynamics and Structure team.
Having decided to build a Savonius wind turbine the first decision to be made regarded the
offset of the blades. By offsetting the blades, some portion of the incident wind on the forward facing
blade can be redirected to the backward facing blade providing added aerodynamic thrust. The
Savonius is primarily a drag induced device, however, by adding an offset a small degree of
aerodynamically

induced

torque

can

be

integrated to achieve an overall greater energy
conversion efficiency. To decide what the offset
should be, a report printed in 1977 from Sandia
Laboratories,

entitled,

“Wind

Tunnel

Performance Data for Two‐ and Three‐Bucket
Savonius Rotors,” was referenced. Figure 2 is a
diagram taken from that paper, which illustrates
the offset, S. The blade diameter is given as r.
The conclusion reached by Sandia Laboratories
was that an S/r between 0.1 to 0.15 in a two‐
bucket configuration provided optimal results.
As a quick and efficient means to
construct the blade, 8” diameter schedule 40 PVC

Figure 2: Schematic of blade layout. (Blackwell, 1977)

pipe was utilized. The nominal radius of such a
pipe is 4.15 inches. Given an S/r of 0.1, the gap, S, should be approximately 0.415 inches. The most
significant difference between the class wind turbine and the specifications suggested by Sandia
Laboratories is that the Aerodynamics and Structures team decided to utilize a solid 1” diameter steel
shaft. The Sandia Laboratories test apparatus had no shaft passing through the device. The class wind
turbine shaft thus blocks some portion of the wind attempting to pass between the offset blades. In
order to attempt to account for the shaft, the gap was increased beyond that suggested value of 0.415
inches by adding the diameter of the shaft. In short, the gap on the class wind turbine was decided to
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be 1.415 inches. In future designs, the wind turbine could be redesigned to use the PVC body itself as
the shaft, rather than adding a steel shaft through the structure. The PVC body, in the end, turned out
to be sufficiently sold, straight, and well balanced that the steel shaft seemed unnecessary and only
proved to compromise the aerodynamics of the system. Kent Elam, the manager of the Aerospace
Engineering Machine Shop, was more than gracious by donating two hours of his time to manufacture
the PVC plates. Drawings for these plates can be found in Appendix A.
The second concern of the Aerodynamics and Structures group was the power lost in the large
1” ID bearings. In order to determine the power loss, an experiment was devised were the axel was
mounted horizontally (perpendicular to the gravitational force) between the pair of bearings. A rope
was wrapped numerous times about the steel shaft and tied to a weight of known mass. The weight
was allowed to drop from a known height, in turn spinning the axel as the weight accelerated towards
the floor. The time required for the weight to drop the known distance was measured. Knowing the
mass and moment of inertia of the steel axel, the radius of the axel, the mass of the weight, the distance
the weight traveled, the time it took for the weight to fall, and the force due to gravity, we were able to
compute that each bearing consumes nearly exactly 1 Watt to overcome the bearings internal frictional
losses. Thus, the cut‐in velocity for this Savonius will be the wind velocity at which approximately 2
watts of wind power are converted to mechanical motion. Assuming a power coefficient for the wind
turbine of 20%, and knowing the planned cross‐sectional surface area of the wind turbine of 0.61 square
meters, it was found that the cut‐in velocity would be approximately 3 m/s. Considering that the design
called for a 100 Watt wind turbine, the loss of 2% seemed acceptable and the Aerodynamics and
Structures team decided to stick with the available bearings.
As implied in the previous paragraph, the height of the wind turbine was decided to be 60
inches, providing a cross‐sectional area of 0.61 square meters. Assuming a power coefficient of 20%,
not unreasonable for a Savonius, a power rating goal of 100 Watts, and an assumed peak wind speed of
about 25 miles per hour (~11 m/s), approximately 0.6 square meters was required.
Finally, given the diameter of the system, an estimated tip speed ratio equal to 1, and an
estimated peak wind velocity of 25 miles per hour, it was calculated that the wind turbine would spin at
approximately 500 rpm.

This was an acceptable rotational velocity for the bearings chosen and

permitted the system to be designed as a direct drive to the generator selected by the Generator and
Electronics team.
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Construction:
Having

had

the

PVC

plates

manufactured by the AE machine shop earlier in
the week, the Aerodynamics and Structures
team met on Saturday April the 18th, 2009, to
assemble and test the rotor.
The two 30 inch long sections of 8”
diameter PVC pipe were carefully marked such
that they could be exactly cut in half to create

Figure 3: Cutting 8” PVC pipe into blade pairs.

the blades. The exactness of the cut was critical to
insure that once glued together the rotor was well balanced. Given that the rotor would spin over 500
rpm at its rated speed, a poor balance of the
blades could have resulted in considerable
vibration.

Ultimately, each blade was cut

precisely enough such that its pair had a mass
that was within 0.1 % of itself.
In Figure 3, Mitch Minarick and Dylan Erb
are cutting the 8” diameter PVC pipe into a pair
of blades using a jigsaw. Once cut, the blades
were weighed and matched to insure a balanced
Figure 4: Gluing PVC blades into 12” OD x ½” thick PVC discs
with machined groove.

rotor.

Figure 4, Illustrates the gluing and

assembly of the rotor. Each pair of PVC blades is glued to a pair of PVC discs using PVC primer and PVC
cement. The small holes at the periphery of the
circular plate provide locations to bolt the
bottom rotor to the top rotor, which is mounted
90 degrees off about the spin axis.
On May 2nd, 2009, Eric Spigelman and
Sudipta

Dutta

from

the

Generator

and

Electronics team supplied and helped assemble
the generator to the wind turbine as shown in
Figure 5.
Figure 5: Mounting the generator to a 2x6 pine board.
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In Figure 6, the wind turbine is being
coupled to the generator using a flexible spider
shaft coupling distributed by McMaster‐Carr
(Part# 6408K147, 6408K253, 6408K75).

The

flexible coupling reduces loads on the generator
created by any misalignment of the wind
turbine and generator. The flexible couple also
helps reduce the transmission of vibration from
the rotor down to the generator shaft.
The frame was constructed from steel
Unistrut members to provide a stiff and reliable
structure for the wind turbine.

For ease of

machining, low weight, and ease of assembly,
the mount for the generator and bottom
bearing was constructed from pine lumber. The
Figure 6: Assembly of rotor to generator.

generator mount is illustrated in Figure 7. A

bike tachometer has additionally been mounted on the generator mount. The sensor responds to a
small magnet screwed into the base of the PVC rotor. As the magnet passes over the sensor a
revolution is counted. By programming the tachometer carefully, the team was able to get the
tachometer display to output the rotations per minute divided by a factor of 10. Thus, a reading of 29
on the tachometer signifies a rotational velocity of 290 rotations per minute.
A wood base was constructed to support the wind turbine’s weight. To provide stability a
system of six guide ropes is used. Four guide
ropes drop from the vertical support to screw
anchors in the earth. Two additional anchors
drop from the generator mount to prevent
twisting of the wind turbine about the vertical
support under high winds.

Figure 7: Generator mount.
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Testing:
Two days of testing took place. First on April 20th, 2009, the Aerodynamics and Structures team
took the wind turbine out to the engineering quad as a spring storm was moving towards Champaign. In
Figure 8, Gabriel Benavides is taking wind speed measurements, James Babiraz is reading off rotational
velocities, Mitch Minarick is monitoring the stability of the wind turbine, and Chris Cirone is recording
the data. Dylan Erb is taking the photograph. Notice that the generator is not installed. The purpose of
the test was to verify that the wind turbine reached the theoretically predicted rotational velocities and
was structurally stable in operation. The test went flawlessly. The wind turbine reached a peak
rotational velocity of 800 rpm at a wind speed of about 35 miles per hour. The structure was highly
stable with no noticeable vibration. The results of the test are provided in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 8: First test of wind turbine on April 20th, 2009.
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Figure 9: Rotational Velocity vs. Wind Speed from first test day on April 20th, 2009.

Figure 10: Tip Speed Ratio vs. Wind Speed from first test day on April 20th, 2009.
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Notice that the TSR in Figure 10 is slightly greater than 1 at low wind velocities, indicating some
aerodynamic performance, but as the wind velocity increases the system rotation becomes almost
completely drag induced. To everyone’s great enjoyment, the wind turbine performed in line with what
was theoretically expected. Having achieved a rotational velocity of 800 rpm, the Generator and
Electronics team proceeded with the purchase of an appropriate generator.
According to the Sandia Laboratories report, TSRs of nearly 2 are possible with a Savonius wind
turbine. However, having the steel shaft running through the turbine is probably causing sufficient
disturbance to the flow to prevent considerable aerodynamic torque.
Much of the class, having joined the Aerodynamics and Structures group on the quad just prior
to class to see the wind turbine in operation, is shown in Figure 11. The tachometer used is shown in
Figure 12 and the anemometer is shown in Figure 13.
On May 2nd, 2009, the generator was mounted and tested. Figure 14 shows Sudipta Dutta
preparing ceramic resistors to take the generators load and a pair of multi‐meters to measure voltage
and current information.

Figure 11: Partial class photo with wind turbine.
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Figure 13: Anemometer.

Figure 12: Tachometer.
nd

There was little to no wind on May 2 , 2009. Thus, in order to test the generator, artificial wind
had to be utilized. Given the need for electricity to drive a leaf blower, the wind turbine was setup in a
parking lot near a source of power. The tie‐down lines were strung to various fixed objects in close
proximity including trailer hitches, a light post, and a fence post. Figure 15 shows the wind turbine
setup in a parking lot. Figure 16 shows James Babiraz using his leaf blower to accelerate the wind
turbine.

Figure 14: Setting up ceramic resistors for load and multi‐meters for making voltage and current measurements.
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Figure 15: Wind turbine setup in a parking lot for testing on May 2nd, 2009.

Figure 16: Wind turbine being accelerated with artificial wind from an electric leaf blower.
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The data collected on May 2nd, 2009, is provided as part of Figure 17. The leaf blower, while
helpful, does not have the capability to provide the same rotational velocity as a strong wind as seen on
April 20th, 2009. Thus, the data was fit with a cubic polynomial, since the power of the wind goes with
the cube of the wind velocity and the rotational velocity is linear with the wind velocity as seen in Figure
9. Notice that the generator will achieve a 100 Watt output at 810 rpm, a rational velocity attained on
April 2nd, 2009. Of course, the original design goal was to achieve 100 Watts at 500 rpm, which equates
to a wind velocity of 11 m/s. A rotational velocity of 815 m/s, equates to a wind speed of about 18 m/s
according to Figure 9. The reason for the discrepancy is that the generator turned out to be less
efficient than promised by the literature on Ebay.

The seller had miscomputed the generator’s

capability.
Nevertheless, the class project to design, build, and test a 100 Watt vertical axis wind turbine
appears to have been a success. Future work by another class could include replacing the generator
with a more efficient one, integrating a breaking mechanism to slow the rotor in high winds, integrating
a charging circuit for a battery, and actually using the generator’s output to charge a battery.

Figure 17: Generator Power Output vs. Rotational Velocity taken on May 2nd, 2009.

Reference:
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